EXCHANGE GENERAL NOTE:

1. REFER TO EXISTING SURVEY PLAN FOR LOCATION OF ALL SERVICES, STRUCTURES, FACILITIES AND SURFACES.
2. REFER TO PREVIOUS AS BUILT FOR LOCATION OF SERVICES.
3. SITE VERIFY LOCATION AND EXTENT OF ALL ABOVE AND BELOW GRADE FACILITIES.
4. PRODUCE MATERIAL SURVEY REPORT OF FACILITIES TO BE DEMOLED FOR MATERIAL RE-USE AND RECYCLING ASSESSMENTS PRIOR TO COMMENCING WORK.
5. PRODUCE LAYOUT AND STICKERS PLAN PRIOR TO COMMENCING WORK.
6. REFER TO PROJECT CIVIL DRAWINGS FOR EXTENT OF CIVIL WORK.
7. REFER TO PROJECT ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS FOR EXTENT OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
8. REFER TO PROJECT LANDSCAPE DOCUMENTS FOR EXTENT OF LANDSCAPE WORK.
9. REFER TO GEO-TECHNICAL REPORT FOR SOILS INFORMATION.
10. SCOPE BOUNDARY IMPROVEMENTS ONLY - COORDINATE CHANGES AND CONSTRUCTION BOUNDARIES WITH ADJACENT CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS, PROPERTIES AND STAKEHOLDERS.
11. FOR PLANTING ALONG EAST SIDE OF WHEELEROOM MALL, PROVIDE TREE & HEDGE PROTECTION PLAN PRIOR TO COMMENCING WORK.
12. CONFIRM ALL EXISTING STRUCTURE, SERVICES AND PROPERTY LINES (FOR SET-OUT) BY SITE SURVEY PRIOR TO COMMENCING WORK.

SITE LEGENDS

- FIRE HYDRANT
- PROPERTY LINE

METRIC:

- Distances and dimensions are given in metres.
- Elevations and elevations are given in metres above sea level.

NORTH:

- North is shown as top of diagram.

CHECKER:

- Checked by:

DRAWN:

- Drawn by:
GENERAL PLAN NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE TO CENTRE LINE OF COLUMNS, OUTSIDE FACE OF CONCRETE & CMU BLOCKS OF STRUCTURE U.N.O.
2. DIMENSIONS ARE TO FACE OF METAL STUDS FOR PARTITIONS U.N.O.
3. SEE A/B FOR FINISHED AND INTERIOR MATERIALS

METRIC
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1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
2. VERIFY DIMENSIONS.
3. REPORT INCONSISTENCIES AND OMISSIONS TO THE CONSULTANT
4. DEVIATIONS FROM THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS WITHOUT WRITTEN APPROVAL FROM THE CONSULTANT ARE SUBJECT TO CORRECTION AT THE CONTRACTOR'S EXPENSE.
5. FOR INFORMATION ONLY
6. NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

GENERAL NOTES:

1. SCALE: 1:200
2. DRAWN: CHECKED:

CHECKER
autored

DRAWN: CHECKED:
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